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Lincoln Park Zoo Launches Fitness at the Zoo
From Yoga to Circuit Training, There Is a Fitness Class for You at the Zoo

Chicago (April 2, 2018)—Start your fitness transformation while supporting
conservation with Lincoln Park Zoo’s new Fitness at the Zoo program!
From April 29 to Sept. 30, Lincoln
Park Zoo will offer more than 100
fitness classes taught by certified
fitness
professionals
on
zoo
grounds. Classes include yoga,
meditation,
Zumba,
circuit
training, Pilates and running and
conditioning training.
“Lincoln Park Zoo is dedicated to connecting people with nature. Fitness at the Zoo
embodies this mission, allowing participants to get outside to connect with wildlife
and themselves in the urban oasis of the zoo.”
Pricing is as follows:
-

$20 for a single class
$80 for a five-pack class pass
$140 for a ten-pack class pass
$270 for a twenty-pack class pass
$399 for an unlimited class pass

Lincoln Park Zoo members receive a 10% discount on all multi-class pass options.
Learn more, view the class schedule and register here: lpzoo.org/fitness-zoo. All
classes are powered by LulaFit Concierge Fitness.
Are you a fitness fanatic and an animal advocate? Register for the 40th annual Run
for the Zoo 5K/10K on June 3! Learn more: lpzoo.org/run.
Learn more about the events that help keep Lincoln Park Zoo free and open 365
days a year at lpzoo.org/events.
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ABOUT LINCOLN PARK ZOO
Lincoln Park Zoo inspires communities to create environments where wildlife will
thrive in our urbanizing world. The zoo is a leader in local and global conservation,
animal care and welfare, learning, and science. A historic Chicago landmark founded
in 1868, the not-for-profit Lincoln Park Zoo is a privately-managed, membersupported organization and is free and open 365 days a year. Visit us at lpzoo.org.

